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tended with the result which actually occurred, if the time had arrived for the spir 
itual seed to be sown. There is really no evidence in support of what Mr. Illing 

worth rightly speaks of as the foremost miracle recorded in the Gospels,-the virgin 

birth of Christ. The Incarnation is made to support this miracle, as well as to 

sanction the sacraments of the Church, which it will do if it is an actual fact, and 

we are thus carried back to the original point, the immanence of God in nature 

that is, in the material world. If the truth of this can be established, then there is 

no difficulty in believing that the divine Spirit instead of merely pervading matter 

in general came to manifest itself particularly in organic existences and afterwards 

more especially in mankind as the culmination of the development of animal life 

Finally the manifestation of the divine spirit might occur through a particular in 

dividual, and such a person would be properly regarded as a divine incarnation ; 

but it is evident that the event having been gradually brought about would not pos 

sess the supernatural character required by the Christian doctrine of Incarnation. 

Indeed, all men must under such circumstances be considered incarnations of divin 

ity, and this would seem to be the legitimate inference from the doctrine of divine 

immanence as interpreted by the light of the theory of evolution. Such a view 

would hardly be acceptable to Mr. Illingworth, however, as it would leave no room 

for the miraculous in connexion either with the Incarnation or with succeeding 

events, and therefore the fact would be valueless as evidence of the supernatural 

character of Christianity. 

Mr. Illingworth's work is an ingenious attempt to reconcile Christian teaching 

with scientific thought through the intermediary of the idea of the immanency of 

God in nature, and although we do not think he is successful, his argument de 

serves attentive consideration, which the clearness of his style renders easy. In an 

Appendix the author deals with the questions of Personal Identity and Freewill, 

but it cannot be said that he has solved the problems they involve. C. S. W. 

THE STORY OF THE MIND. By James Mark Baldwin. With Illustrations. New 

York : D. Appleton & Co. 1898. Pages, 232+vii. Price, 40 cents. 

The Library of Useful Stories, in which the present booklet appears, is pub 

lished by D. Appleton & Co., and is a series of cheap little manuals designed to 

give in a very concise and simple form the results of the most recent research in 

science, philosophy, etc. The books are eminently adapted for general reading, 

and will especially serve a useful purpose in the collateral work of academies and 

high schools. The series now embraces some thirteen numbers, bearing such titles 

as "The Story of Photography," "The Story of Life in the Seas," "The Story of 

the Earth's Atmosphere," "The Story of Extinct Civilisations of the East," "The 

Story of Electricity," "The Story of a Piece of Coal," "The Story of the Solar 

System," "The Story of the Stars," "The Story of Primitive Man." The popular 

and attractive character of the volumes may be learned from a glance at The Story 

of the Plants by Grant Allen, in which such chapter headings as the following 
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occur: "How Plants Eat," 
" 
How Plants Drink," 

" 
How Plants Marry, 

" 
"Vari 

ous Marriage Customs," "How Flowers Club Together," "What Plants Do for 

Their Young," "Some Plant Biographies." The language of Mr. Allen's book is 

suited to the comprehension of unscientific readers ; technical terms and minute 

detail have been avoided ; and the author treats his readers not as children, but as 

men and women endowed with the average amount of intelligence. In this way he 

has imparted to his treatment a philosophical and ethical coloring which is missing 

in the usual elementary work. 

In The Story of the Mind, Professor Baldwin has epitomised the views with 

which philosophical readers are familiar from his larger works, and has endeavored 

to maintain as much simplicity in his presentation as he thinks the subject admits 

of. That it could not have been done more simply, is his firm conviction : "To 

attempt to make the matter of psychology more elementary than is here done," he 

says, "would only result in making it untrue,"-a point in which we cannot agree 

with him. As to the general scope and contents of the story, he has "aimed to in 

clude enough statement of methods and results in each of the great departments of 

psychological research to give the reader an intelligent idea of what is being done, 

and to whet his appetite for more detailed information." There are ten chapters 

which bear the following titles: "The Science of the Mind-Psychology," "What 

our Minds Have in Common-Introspective Psychology," "The Mind of the Ani 

mal-Comparative Psychology," "The Mind of the Child-Child Psychology," 

"The Connexion of Body with Mind-Physiological Psychology-Mental Dis 

eases," "How we Experiment on the Mind-Experimental Psychology," "Sugges 

tion and Hypnotism," "The Training of the Mind-Educational Psychology," 
"The Individual Mind and Society-Social Psychology," "The Genius and his 

Environment." At the end, a brief but useful bibliography has been given of kin 

dred works. 

It will be seen from the enumeration of the chapter headings that Professor 

Baldwin has used much material from his investigations on child psychology, and 

it will be found that he has also offered much good advice on the education of 

young children. Great stress has been laid upon "social heredity," the meaning of 

which has been made very clear, and the role of imitation in social action has been 

emphasised. The spirit of the book is a wholesome one. p. 

DAS PFERDEB RLA. Tagesfragen beantwortet von Friedrich Max M ller. Berlin : 

Verlag von Gebr der Paetel (Elwin Paetel), 1899. Pp., 267. 

This volume is a handy reprint of several articles which Prof. F. Max M ller 

wrote some time ago for the Deutsche Rundschau. It contains a letter which the 

Oxford scholar received from an anonymous German-American reader, signing 

himself 
' ' 
Das Pferdeb rla, 

" 
or " 

Horse farmer, 
" 
whose admiration is mixed with 

doubt as to the radicalism of his famous countryman's philosophy. The answer 

given to the Pennsylvanian farmer embodies in very popular language Prof. F. 
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